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University Of Texas - Pan American
Forty-fifth year, number thirteen

Sexual assault more common than statistics show
Victims should file report and seek counseling
David Waltz
Editor
A female student was allegedly sexually assaulted recently in a swimming class on
the UTPA campus. The alleged perpetrator, a 20 year-old freshman criminal justice
major, is scheduled to appear before a Hidalgo County grand jury.
Even though the alleged survivor of the sexual a sualt came forward in this case,
many survivors of sexual as ault do not.
"It is fairly well assumed that many (survivors of sexual assault) do not come forward," Roy Balridge, director of police for
the University of Texas System, said.
Thi sexual as ault i one of three reported
to the UTPA campus police since 1990.
This sexual a ault is one of 47 reported to
campus police in the 15 schools within the
Rosalinda Sanchez, University of Texas System since 1~0.
McAllen Rape Crisis Center The system has a student population of
about 150,000.
The city of McAllen, with a population of about 110,000, had 54 cases of sexual
assault reported in 1994 and 1995.
"Even though it's hard to estimate, only 10 percent of sexual assaults are reported
and 90 percent aren't," Roslinda Sanchez, a counselor at the McAllen Rape Crisis
Center, said.

The 15 universities within the
University ofTexa Sy tem have had 47
reported cases of ex.ual as ault ince
1990. The sy tern has a student population of about 150,000.

" ... only 10 percent
of sexual assaults are
reported and 90 percent aren't."

A total of 54 sexual
s ault cases were reported
during 1994 and 1995 in
McAllen, which has a
population of 110,000.

See REPORT, P. 3
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Tenure changing
to post-tenure
review system

Jimmy Garcia{""

UghUng of the lITPA campus buildings for the holiday season
has become an annual tradlUon. This view from Sugar Road

Pan Amencan

faces East and bows the University Center at left and the
Student Services Building In the background.

(AP) Tenure lately ha come
under increa ing attack a a relic
that hield bad profes or , while
proponents argue it i a vital perk
that safeguards academic freedom. Virginia educators and
politicians say they have found a
compromi e: post-tenure review.
The idea is to annually evaluate
enior faculty members and
threaten dismi sal if the weakest
ones don't improve.
"In any work force, you want
people to be productive," said
Margaret A. Miller, associate
director of the State Council of
Higher Education. "When they're
not, it's time for them to do
something else."
In 1993, Old Dominion
University in Norfolk became the
first state-supported school in
Vtrginia to institute such a policy.

See TENURE, p. 2

...
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Colonizing the moon?
After analyzing data from the Clementine probe, NASA says it
has discovered ice on the moon's southern pole.
The discovery increases the likelihood of finding Iife there, and
it might facilitate oxygen production during future colonization
missions.
Here, the Apollo 11 lunar module carrying Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin returns to the command module following its historic
landing.

.

Bettmann photo t,y astronaut Mk:hael Collins.

TENURE, from p. l _ _ _ __ _ _
Legislators liked the idea so much they made
it mandatory this year. The General Assembly
told colleges they would not be eligible for
faculty raises next month unless they adopted
"rigorous" review policies for tenured professors.
Two weeks ago, the State Council of Higher
Education approved all of the colleges' policies. Unlike in other tates, Virginia's policies
were established with little fu , M . Miller
told council member .
"It has been a majc,, dccomplishment that
there has been no di turbance about this issue,"
he said.

The details of the colleges' policies vary.
Several follow the approach at Old Dominion,
where a tenured faculty member who gets two
straight negative annual review must craft a
strategic plan to bore up weaknesses. If the
profe or doesn't improve in two years, punishment can include dismissal.
College officials ay it's too early to judge
the effect of the policies, since most schools
adopted them in the past year. At Old
Dominion, no professor has been fired under
the policy, Provost Jo Ann Gora said. But she
aid she it ha led up to 12 professor to leave
or retire.
Some professor fear the policies are the first
step in di mantling tenure.

"What we have concern about is that it may
be used to get rid of persons that the administration may not want around," said James
Tromater, a University of Richmond psychology professor. He also is past president of the
state conference of the American Association
of University Professors, a staunch advocate of
tenure.
Robert M. O' Neil, a former University of
Virginia professor, said tenure helps protect
academic freedom . He cited the example of
U.S. Surgeon General Joycelyn Elders, who
wa forced to return to academia because of
her unpopular views, such as support of drug
legalization.

ASTCC
South Texas Community College

January7

January 14

Registration - OH Campus
Med-Hig h School
Mercedes

Registration for NEW &

RETURNING STUDENTS •

4:30 p .m . - 8:30 p m.

By Alpha (A·F a nd S-Z)
Pecon Campus
By appointme nt only as fo llows:

January8

C

D-F
Registration - Off Campus
Ro mo Hig h School
Romo
4:30 p .m. • 8:30 p .m.

A-B

T-Z
S

9:00 a m
10:30am
12:00pm
1:30pm
3:30 pm - 6:00 pm

January 15
January9
Registratio n - Evening &
Saturday C lasses Only
Pecon Campus

4:00 p .m. - 8:00 p.m.

Late Registra tion • Open
Pecon Campus

9:00 a .m. • 5:00 p .m .

For more Information,
please call:

January 13
Registration for NEW &

RETURNING STUDENTS -

f.AHTASY ROLE PL\YIHG GAHES
COMICS & RELATED ITEMS

l-300-"1-}104

By Alpha (G lhru R)
Pecon Carrl)us
By appointment only as follows:

,.,.~,.._M.,.ilr...---

G

3000 H. 10th t. e., C
McAllen Texas 73501

- ~ Office &- fax

210/ 637-}104
Helgi Davis

H·L

M
N-Q
R

9:00am
10:30am
12:00 pm
1:30pm
3:30 pm - 6:00 pm

(210) 631-4922
or
1-800-742-STCC
P.O. Box 9701
McAllen, TX 78502-9701
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REPORT, from p. 1- - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - Using thi criteria, that would mean 470
case of sexual assault occurred at ystem
chool ince 1990, with 30 of tho e case
occurring on the UTPA campu .
"There are many reason why urvivor of
sexual as ault do not come forward," Sanchez
aid.
Sanchez cite four rea on why urvivors of
exual as aults do not come forward:
• The tigma of a the crime, which ociety
view it as a crime for plea ure and not a crime
of violence or power.
• The fear of being ldlled by their as ailant
or the as ailant harming the victim' family.
• The victimization of the y tern, or police
official que tioning the victim over and over
again.
• ociety' attitude toward the victim a if it
wa their fault.
"Thi crime ha to be reported," anchez
aid. "We have to tum the y tern around and
thi can only happen if urvivor come forward."
urvivor of exual a ault have to proce it
(the a ault) out with coun eling to live a happy

life. They can do that with the support they
need, Sanchez aid.
"Mo t feel anger, fear, depre ion, nightmare , anxiety, violated and unprotected. It's
(overcoming the incident) hard without couoeling," Sanchez aid.
Sanchez urge anyone who has been exually
as aulted to go to the coun eling facilitie on
the UTPA carnpu or to the McAllen Rape
Cri e Center.
The univer ity al o recommend the following to pre erve evidence after a exual a ault:
• Don't wa h, hower or change clothe .
• Call police immediately and report the
incident and location. If po ible, de cribe the
attack and give police any other helpful information.
• Get medical attention. You may have
injurie you are not aware of. A friend or relative may accompany you to the ho pital.
• At the ho pital, you will receive fir t aid
and have a phy ical exam.
• During the exam, be ure to how the doctor any cut , brui e or cratche on your body.

Reporting Sexual Assault
If you are the victim of a sexual as ault, report
lhe incident IMMEDIATELY to the University
Police. If off campui;, contact the neare t Jaw
enf rcement agency.
Rep rting an assault does not mean that you mu t
pres charges or take the case to criminal trial or a
university di ciplinary bearing.

Take the following tep to preserve evidence:
I. Don't wash. shower or change clothe .

2. Call police immediately and report the incident and location. If pos ible, de cribe the attack
and give police any other helpful information.
3. Get medical attention. You may have injuries
you are not aware of. A friend or relative may
accompany you to the ho pita!.
4. At lhe ho pita!, you will receive first aid and
have a physical exam.
5. During th exam, be sure to how the doctor
any cut~. brui es or cratches on your body.
6. You may request that police not relealie your
name to the media
7. Remember, reporting !>Cxual as. aults to the
polt e:
a. Can prevent the attacker from hurting some ne
else.
b. Help. identify offenders.
c. May help ·olve your case.
d. Help · pinpoint crime areas.

. :-_
\
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Student ~ealth Servicei'i
,,

The Student Health Services is proud to present:

Male Wellness Day
ATTENTION STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF:
FREE Prostate, Testicular & Rectal Cancer Screening & Counseling

December 9th 1996

_,.

Prostate cancer i the 2nd leading cause of cancer death in Males in Texas. Men over age 40
are at higher risk. Hispanic are at a higher overall ri k than anglos, hispanics from the TexasMexico border account for over 50% of all prostate cancer reported in Texas.
Testicular cancer is rare overall, but extremely high in the 20-40 age group. The incidence of
testicular cancer among hispanic males is unusually high in the Rio Grande Valley Region.
Rectal & colon cancer is the 3rd leading cause of cancer death in Texas. The incidence among
hispanics is higher and the rate in some countries in the RGV is abnormally high.
All three of these cancers are easily detected, even in the early stages, through a simple manual
& rectal examination.
For nformation and Appointments

al :

Student Health Services
In Collaboration with Physician Assistants Studies
Emilia Hall Rm 103

«~il ®» ~®il

~~i] i]

"Your Student Service Fees At Work."
Division of Student Affairs
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Club raises holiday alcohol awareness
Rita Castro
n., Pan

American

How many times have you heard on television or read in the newspaper that a student was killed by someone driving under the influence of
alcohol ? Or, the student was driving drunk at the time of the accident.
Nikki Czajkoski, President of Bacchus /Gamma says these horrible statistics is what club members bring to the attention of UTPA students. It
is especially important during the holidays when students go out and
celebrate with friends.
Bacchus/Gamma members deal with different issues of
concern to students. Issues ,such as, safe ex, alcohol,
drugs, and date rape. During the holidays, members
attempt to inform students on campus and the community that they can make their life better by not drinking and driving.
Jeanette Broshears, Bacchus Gamma advisor
says "How tragic to have a holiday and have
someone end up in an accident." The e are
"drunk and drug driving months," adds
Broshears. On December 17,
Bacchus/Gamma is working with the campus
and community to inform drivers to drive
with their car lights on.
Bacchus/Gamma received "Outstanding Chapter" while they were at
General Assembly in Orlando, Florida for their services to the community.
Czajkoski and members of Bacchus/ Gamma have students fill out
pledges on campus. Students promise to remain alcohol free for a period of time. The information that is distributed will, hopefully, help raise

--~-

r--------------------,
Would You Like To Be Paid to Study?

Check out a new course offered by Alpha Plasma!

the awareness of the hazards of drinking and driving during the holidays. Czajkoski adds that during Bacchus/ G~a•s pledge drive in
October, over 200 signatures were obtained. Czajkoski says one of
Bacchus/ Gamma's goal during this season is to boast the awareness of
alcohol. "We don't try to preach, we can scare students about the hazards of drugs and alcohol." Czajkoski adds that she believes that many
student do understand the dangers of drinking and driving.
"Bacchus/ Gamma also participated and adopted Jefferson
Elementary in Edinburg," says Czajkoski. During Red Ribbon Week
members entertained students with skits. The purpose was to inform
children on saying "no" to drugs. "Children are the future leaders,"
says Czajkoski. She hopes that the children will become
educated on the dangers of alcohol.
"I gets satisfaction from helping someone make
wiser decisions," says Czajkoski. She adds that
Bacchus/Gamma wants to instill in UTPA students that alcohol can affect their ability to drive.
She hopes that students will find someone to drive
them home or call a cab. Czajkoski adds that it is
unfortunate that students go into Mexico where
clubs sell them liquor and they drive back drunk.
Bacchus/ Gamma is also participating in the Adopt
an Angel Program. Members will be donating money
or toys to give to needy children during the Christmas holiday.
Informing UTPA students of the dangers of drinking and driving is
Bacchus/Gamma's way of giving to the community during the holidays
and throughout the year.
Bacchus/Gamma meets once a month on Tuesday or Thursday, during
activity period from 12:00 to 1:00. Anyone interested in joining may
go by UC 305 or call Jeanette Broshears at 381-3676

l
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Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 11 0 lbs. min
Good Health
Student I.D.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I. D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

207 E. Street • Mission, Texas 78572
(210) 585-6931 • Fax (210) 585-4510

"FREE HEARING SCREENINGS•

UTPA STUDENTS

WALK-INS ONLY
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY

STUDENT DISCOUNTS ON ALL
MEDICAL SERVICES WITH
YOUR UTPA STUDENT I.D.

N() AIPIP<OUN!fMIEN'l NIECIESSA.lt.'f.
PRENATAL CARE, PREGNANCY
TESTING, STD & HIV TESTING
COLLEGE PHYSICALS,
IMMUNIZATIONS

SPEECH AND HEARI NG
.CENTER- CAS 125
MONDAY, TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY ONLY
DECEMBER 9TH, 10TH, 11TH
9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon ONLY!
BRING A FRIEND
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ATTENTIO N
SENIORS GRADUATING IN DECEMBER

Pan Arnerican

student newspaper
is planning a special edition
for distribution at graduation
December 21 .
All graduating seniors
are asked to assemble for a group photograph
The

Noon, Tuesday
Dece111ber 10
in front of the UTPA campus chapel
around the fountain.

Be There!

GREEK OLYMPICS

OBSTACLE COURSE FOR TIME
ALSO, YOU CANNOT MISS THE FAMOUS

G ce,\'~~~iCf\'
!>A\'
!>fQ"t~ FOR
CASH & PRIZES
ALPA KAPPA PSI (AKY)
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO. (AMA)
75¢ DRAFT AND WELL DRINl<S NOON TILL 2 AM NO COVER WITH ANY COLLEGE ID AM. S. MECHANICAL ENGINEERS (ASME)
ST. SO. MANUF. ENGINEERS (SSME)
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) GREATEST HITS OF SO'S AND DISCO
I TAP A KEG (ITK)
IN PUB & GRILL ROOM WITH CONTEST
~~ D ~ 0~~
LASO (LASO)
<8/~ ~~ ~~<8/~ ~ AT 12 MIDNIGHT.
GAMBLING GILD (GG)
FENSS

$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) FREE VIDEO GAMES TILL 11 PM

FREE ll\JlffiO IW~ail~
IN COWBOY PIT

(/~~ tf~~~ @~®~□ ~®

Screwdrivers, Salty Dogs, Tequila Sunrise, Tom Coffins, Cuba Libre,
Whiskey Sour, Bfoody Mary and Scotch & Soda
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Managing the plastic this holiday season
(CPS) - Easy credit has a double meaning
for college students: it's easy to get ... and it's
easy to use.
According to the Roper College Track
Financial Services study, 64 percent of college
students have a credit card. Fifty-nine percent
of these students have a general credit card,
such as a Visa, MasterCard or American
Express card, in their wallet. But it's a way that
these cards are managed that make all the difference.
Loren Schrnerler, president of Bottom Line
Management, offers advice to students on how
to responsibly manage credit cards. First, apply
for a low line of credit, and make it a habit to
pay off the monthly balance in full to avoid
interest charges of 18 percent or more.
"Don't get in the habit of just paying the
minimum balance," he warned. "You will start
to live beyond your means."
Also, never, ever miss a monthly payment. If
you don't have the funds to pay even the minimum balance, call your creditor and explain
your circumstances. Most creditors will work
with people, such as accepting a smaller payment, if they re honest about their circumstances, Schmerler said.
A little embarra sment is a lot less painful
than seven years of bad credit.
"Late payments become a part of your credit
profile for seven years and are always reported

even after you bring your account current," he
said.
Students also should read the fine print carefully, because not all credit cards are the same.
Find out if your card gives you a "grace period" or charges you interest from
the date of the charge,
Schmerler advises.
Also, most
cards

require
payment of an
annual fee; some have
no annual fees but have other
expensive charges. Weigh all the
factors when choosing a card, he said.
More and more banks are offering a debit
card, which acts likes a plastic checkbook by
subtracting a charge directly from a bank
account. But security problems ari e with the
debit card. A thief can clean out "whatever
you've got in your account," Schmerler cautioned. "The debit card is just a wide-open liability situation."
Also, as with ATM cards, people often forget
to record purchase debited from their accounts
and wind up bouncing checks.

"A lot of people are lazy when it comes to
that," he said.
Schmerler offers some advice for those who
rely too heavily on credit cards when it comes
to holiday shopping.
"Charging is heaviest at the holidays," he
said. "If they're going to charge something,
they should put a notation in the their checkbook as if they've already spent the money. It's
a trick to fool yourself into thinking you have
less money than you do."
Finally, if all else fails ... If you lack the
discipline to properly manage your credit
cards, you may wish to turn them into frozen
assets, suggests Dr. Barney Raffield, associate
professor of management at Lebanon Valley
College, Pa. "Wrap the cards in foil, place
them in a container of water and freeze them,"
Raffield said. "If you want to use the cards,
you'll have to wait until they thaw out, since
the foil wrap prevents you from using a
microwave. That way you have some time to
think about why you're making the purchase
with credit cards."
Also, it's important for students to undertand that credit cards should only be used in
an emergency, rather than as a way to supplement a lifestyle, Raffield said. "Don't use credit cards to purchase shirts or dresses because
they are on sale," he said. "And p.ever use them
to fund a party."

580-2880

2IOO E. Griffin Pkwy. Sharyland (Springfield Business Center)

7ie "Palleq,'4, ~ ...
~~7o.€el

Family Dining...Main Entrees
•
•
•
•
•

FRESH, DELICIOUS SEAFOOD
SIZZLING, JUICY STEAKS
EXQUISITE POULTRY DISHES
GARDEN FRESH SALADS
MOUTH WATERING DESSERTS

•
•
•
•
•

TASTY SOUPS
DELIGHTFUL APPETIZERS
GREAT SANDWICHES
BIG & JUICY BURGERS
FULL SERVICE BAR

plus, try our Chickt11 Fried Steak ar Chicken Fried C/11ckt11

and Sunset Bar Nights ... :~

'/!~

S-eer
LIVE MUSIC TUESDAYS AND FRIDAYS:

w~00tD ID0,1~
No Cover

.....

All Major credit
cards accepted

Hours:
Mon-Thur 11 :30a- I 2:00a
Fri-Sat 11 :00a-2:00a
Sunday 11 :30-4 :00p

,Uoli...,e.'~
R-t.S't{lTIR{lV't
Mexican. f'ood

~-[;)~~•\}'iJ~-[;)
102

s.

28121> WCA1,.1,.1FN

Ollllled and Operated bg The Molina familg
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U..S. Supreme Court to decide
constitutionality of Predator Act
WASIDNGTON - It was one of those horrible crimes that roused people to action. A
Kansas college student was raped and trangled
in 1993.
Outraged people, led by the young woman s
parents, demanded that the state legi lature do
something to keep dangerou sex criminal
the treets.
They're "animals," testified Carla J. t vall,
then a parole board member.
Result: The Kansas Sexually Violent Predator
Act of 1994, which provides a way to u e mental in titutions to confine rapi t , pedophile
and other dangerous ex offender beyond their
pri on term.
The first person confined under the law wa a
Wichita man named Leroy Hendricks, now 62,
who has molested children nearly 1h. adult
life. 'When asked at his commitm nt hearing
whether he could promise to change, he
replied: ''The only way to guarantee that is to
di e."
t person to challenge
Hendricks is also the
the law's constitutionality. If he win -the highest court in Kansas declared the law unconstitutional and the Supreme Courl wi h the case
Dec. 10-he would be freed from the mental
institution where he is locked up.
But Stovall, now the state attorney general,
hopes to rescue the law by convincing the jus-

tices that it provides the most humane way of
protecting the public from people she calls "the
wor t of the wor t."
Despite the under tandably popular appeal of
predator law , many civil libertarian and
defen e lawyer strenuou ly object to them.
ay and the Kan a Supreme Court
Th
agreed at the laws uncon titutionally permit
the "lifi time preventive detention" of people
o, like Hendrick , are ine1igible for rdinary
civil commitment because tb"' do not have a
recognized mental di ea e.
tate enacted the fir t uch
Since Wa hin
law in 19 9, cores of violent "~~...,.,.~-.. nder
have been locked in mental in titution for
treatment in tead of being ·et free when their
pri on terms ended. Some complained that they
were being puni bed a econd time for the
ame crime.
''Th purpose of this law i punishment, not
0

treatment," protested Thomas Weilert, a Wichita
lawyer who represents Hendricks. 'The attorney general herself called them 'animal 'to e
kept off the streets indefinitely. You don't call
people 'animal 'or 'sexual predators' if u
intend to treat them. The real intention i to
them locked up," he said.
used its pred tor tatute
In late 1994, n
to send Hendricks to a tate men ho pita! a
he was about to be released from pri on. He

had served almost 10 years for molesting two
13-year-old boys.
The tate law allows a judge to commit individual if a jury find beyond a reasonable
doubt th t they uffer not from mental illness
but from a mental abnormality or per onality
di order that make them likely to commit rape,
sod m , exual battery or sexual offen es with
a child if they are et free.
There i no time limit on the e civil commitment , but tho e entenced must be reevaluated
once a year.
In Hendrick ' ca e, the juror concluded he
was mentally defective and likely to prey upon
ung children again.
A tate judge then committed him to the
m imum- ecurity Larned Correctional Mental
H alth Facility in central Kansas.
The Kan a Supreme Court, plitting 4-3,
ruled the law an unconstitutional deprivation of
liberty without due process of law. Citing a 4year-old Supreme Court interpretation of due
proce , the tate' highe t court aid the
Kan as law lacked a critical element proof that
the individual to be confined was mentally ill.
A mental iUnes , the court aid, is a clearer,
more limited category than the murkier terms"mental abnormality" or "personality di order" u ed in the sexual predators statute.

Now that you've got your degree,
pick up your graduation present.
Now through January 2, 1997

(olltgt frabuatt rogram

After final~ take atest drive in a'97 or '96 new
Nissan Sentra, 200 SI,or truck Just show proof of
employment** and confirm you'll be acollege graduate
in 6months or have graduated in last 24 monthst.

. ,,
1609 West Schunior • Edinburg
Quality Living In A Lush, Tropical Setting At

SUPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE RATES!

....__-=-

Cash Back on pre-owned 1993-94 Nissan Sentra thru issan Motor Corporation .

1996 Nissan® 200SX

•

1996 Nissan® Seotra® XE

1996 Nissan® 4x2 Regular Cab®
with optional Value Truck Package.

90 DAYS TO FIRST PAYMENT:
Nissan Motor C,,rporation U.S.A. Sman p,opk always rrad thL fiM prinl. Md tl,ey alway, w,ar tlt,,r s,QJ b,1Js. • Umittd•timt ojf,r for qua/1ji,d INy,n aJ panicipatbtg <kakn. Furancing through NMAC. ••Must s/tqw proof of ,mpt,,ym,m or proof ofjob ojf,r and salary with ,mplay•
_,., b,gwting within llO days of conJmct t/at,d and ,-,hick paym,nt•to-inc- ra#o ,qua/ to I S\I> or /,ss of gross """'thly incom,. tMust be a
four,.y,,,r grod""1• (BS/M) from D11 ac,;r,dii,d U.S. fo!U')"'ar colkge or grod""1e sdroo/ (MAIMS/Ph.D.) within the last U nwnths or provide
lffliv,nity conji,.,,,,,tion of-,x:oming grod""1ion with 90 day, of contract dat,. lndivi,Jw,Js with nuning cr,ditlals (LVN, LPN. TN)
2 yr. Comnuutity C,,1/eg, Grod.,,i,s ( M. AS dqr,e/ No D,rogatory cr,d/1. Proof of Insurance. DEALER SETS ACTUAL PRJCES. SEE DEA&
ER FOR DE:TAILS.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedroom Floor Plans
Two Swimming Pools
Large Cabana Area with Bar-B-0.ue Grills
Caring O~ite Management
Walking Distance to Pan Am University
24 Hour Maintenance Service
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6ANTA ALL I \VANT fOR CiJ~Ttv1A6
TiJl6 Yb.AR 16 A 6TAffORD LOAN 60
TJ.JAT I CAN c;o TO 6Cl.lOOL. tv1Y ABU61V'b.. AL.Cl.JO!JOLIC f ATJ.JbJ2.. UA6N'T
CAR£D Ae>OUT tv1b.. 61NCb.. tv1Y tv1Otv1tv1Y
Lb.fT lb FOR ANOTUb.R. \YOMAN. tv1Y
DRUc;-ADDICT (?ROTUb.R. T AK£.6
A \V' AY MY tv10Nb..Y TO BUY CR.AO(_ I
DONT \YANT. TO TURN our Llll..b.. tv1Y
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Well, another semester is
almost gone and most of us are
ready for the trials and tribulations of the Christmas season.
We are ready to fight the rush
of shoppers through the malls
and department stores to wrestle
that perfect gift from another
unsuspecting shopper.
We are ready to lie in wait, like
a lioness watching her prey, for
that perfect parking place.
We are ready to sniff the air
like a hound dog searching for
the fox, for that gift we know is
there, somewhere.
And after it ends we will be
more than ready to tackle anything our next professor throws
at us, all because we have survived the Christmas season.

Merry Christmas
and have a joyous
New Year!

e;,:----~....,..---~
Editor

ioo, Jualice,f.clucali n,
c!lcbola rahip

The at.udenl preaa mual remain free.
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SEXUAL HARASSMENT OF STUDENTS
If It's Happening to You .

• •

WHAT IS IT?

HOW TO REPORT IT

The first thing students should know about sexual harassment is that it
is a serious matter. In fact, sexual harassment is illegal and The
University of Texas - Pan American has a specific policy on this issue.
According to our policy, sexual harassment is defined as unwelcome sexual advances, requests for sexual favors,.and other verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature when:

Charges of sexual harassment within the University community are sensitive and complex. The University recognizes the complexities of complaints related to sexual harassment and has asked the Office of the
Dean of Students (University Centei- 205, 381-2262) to review complaints of this nature. (Complaints that do not involve students are handled by the Office of the President). The process usually begins with an
informal, confidential conversation with the Dean of Students or her
designee. After discussing the situation, students will be provided with
options on how to deal with harassment. These options will include
receiving suggestions on how to discourage the harasser, and informal
approaches such as reporting in confidence your concerns to the harasser's supervisor to ask him or her to talk with the harasser, or asking that
the supervisor provide a general policy statement to the entire staff or
faculty of the department where the harasser works to remind them of
the University policy against Rexual harassment. The Dean or her
designee may suggest other actions less formal than filing a written
complaint.

1. Submission to such conduct is made either explicitly or implicitly a term or condition of an individual's employment or education; or
2. Submission to or rejection of such conduct by an individual is
used as the basis for academic or employment decisions affecting that
individual; or

3. Such conduct has the purpose or effect of substantially interfering with an individual's academic or professional performance or creating an intimidating, hostile or offensive employment, educational, or living environment.
WHAT IS THE UNIVERSITY'S POLICY?
Sexual harassment is against the law. It is prohibited by University policy, Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and Title IX of the 1972
Educational Amendments to the Civil Rights Act. The University of
Texas - Pan American condemns sexual harassment of the students, staff,
and faculty of The University of Texas - Pan American. Any form of sexual harassment will be considered a serious matter to be dealt with
accordingly.
It is the policy of The University of Texas - Pan American that supervisors and faculty shall not enter into any type of romantic or sexual relationship with staff under their supervision or with students enrolled in
their courses. Such relationships will be looked upon as potentially detrimental to the working and learning environment, considered inappropriate and unacceptable, and grounds for disciplinary action including termination of all appropriate parties involved.
In short, students at The University are entitled to study and work free
from the threat of sexual intimidation and discrimination from other students at The University and University employees.
WHAT YOU CAN DO ABOUT SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Sometimes victims of sexual harassment try to ignore the behavior in
hopes that it will go away. Sometimes victims of sexual harassment
might even blame themselves. These are mistakes. It is important for
victims to know that there are actions they can take to stop such unacceptable behavior:

1. Speak up at the time. Say "NO," clearly and firmly. Tell the
harasser that his or her advances are unwelcome and you want them
stopped. There is a small chance that the harasser did not realize that
his or her behavior was offensive to you. Don't delay. Pay attention to
cues or comments indicating harassment. If a person's behavior makes
you uncomfortable, say so.
2. Seek advice . Most victims find themselves confused by sexual
harassment and reluctant to discuss it with anyone. Victims usually fear
reprisals. Harassers count on their victims' silence. It is important to
seek counsel to protect not only yourself but others from unwanted sexual attention and sexual advances that are known to interfere with academic or job performance. To determine whether your discomfort is really
sexual harassment, seek help -- the earlier, the better. The campus office
designated to assist with student complaints (or faculty or staff complaints against students) is the Office of the Dean of Students.
3. Tell someone, such as fellow students or co-workers.
Sharing your concern helps to avoid isolation and the tendency to blame
yourself. Sexual harassers tend to be "repeaters"; they are likely to have
harassed others, too. This may also mean that there are other individuals
who have been harassed by the same person and will support you if you
file a formal complaint.
4. Keep records. KPep a journal and any letters or notes
received. Note the dates, times, places, witnesses and the nature of the
harassment -- what was said, the tone and how you responded.

Filing a formal written complaint is also an option and follows these steps:

Step One: The student writes, signs and submits a formal complaint to
the Dean of Students. The signed statement must include the name of
the harasser and a detailed narrative of the sexually harassing incident
or incidents.
Step Two: Investigation and resolution of the complaint will be through
the Office of the Dean of Students. Every effort is made to protect the
rights of the individuals involved, both the complainant and the alleged
harasser, which includes hearing from both sides and maintaining confidentiality to the extent permitted by law.
Step Three: Upon completion of the investigation, the University will
take appropriate administrative and/or disciplinary action. If the investigation demonstrates reasonable cause that the harassment occurred, the
Dean of Students will notify the complainant and begin conciliation
efforts. If the investigation does not find reasonable cause that the
harassment occurred, the Dean of Students will notify the complainant of
such finding. The Dean of Students Office's policy is to seek full and
effective relief for victims of sexual harassment. Remedies are tailored to
the circumstances and may include:
✓ Corrective, curative or preventive actions taken to cure or correct the

source of the identified harassment and minimize the chance of its recurrence;
✓ Stopping the specific discriminatory practices involved in the case;
✓ Proven violations will result in severe discipline, including discharge,

if warranted.

If YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS BEING HARASSED
✓ Support those having harassment problems. Help him or her cope with
it.
✓ Encourage anyone having harassment problems to take action, either
informally or formally.

✓ Remind them that it is not their fault they are being harassed.
✓ Don't accept sexual harassment as "the way things are" or treat it as a
joke.

PREPARED BY
THE OFFICE OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS - PAN AMERICAN
UNIVERSITY CENTER 205
381-2262
Adapted from sexual harassment policies, information and materials
from The University of Texas - Pan American, The University of Texas at
Austin, The University of Texas at El Paso, and the Center for Women
Policy Studies, Washington, D.C.
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Sophomore Rick Morley sports his thinking cap.

Freshman Carlos Lima, Junior Jorge Es1

Freshman Janie Gonzalez
Junior Cesar Gutierrez

Freshman Nancy Rosales

, inoza and Senior Juan Fernandez

Junior Jessica Equival and Junior Maria Rios
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Freshman Carmen Arvizu takes a break.
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Reproductive Serv1ces
613 SESAME DRIVE \IVEST

•

HARLINGEN

In association with AdopUon Alllllates

Providing choices In Reproductive Health c:are

Because
all-nighte rs
arent always
spent in
the librarY.

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (Ist t 2nd Trimester)
Morning After.Treatment
family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
f'OK INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
valley: 1-800-464-1 0 17 Mexico: 95-800-010-128 7
Lkeued bT tbe Taa Department of fft.altb

ORTHOPAEDIC

INSTITUTE
Specializing in Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulder and knee.
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING. DAY AND EVENING HOURS

-

Tel. 210.686.2669

UTPA Come get a good deal
llJaffle mitb coffee ~U~ ~@

It's everywhere
-you. w ant to be:

Bagd - Cofke ~ ®®tt
Breakfast Ctoissant~l~@@
(Egg • Cheese • Cheese & Ham
• Sausage & Egg)

Crossword Madness
ACROSS
1 Commotion
5 Musical signs
10 Item in a
barbershop
14 Recent
15 Part of Canada
16 Hideaway
17 Chief
18 Thin pancake
19 Old Italian
cathedral city
20 Cars and trucks
22 Filled with JOY
24 Crucifix
25 Old Russian
ruler
26 TV part
29 Money
disbursed
33 Bravo!
34 Prevent lrom
acting
36 Rill
37 Tried for office
38 Buffet Item
39 Wrath
40 Rubbish
43 - and butte r
46 Regret
47 Save
49 Not at all
extreme
51 "Oh, woe!"

52-Alto
53
56
60
61
63
64
65
66
67
68
69

Interrogates
Patron
Gt.nuine
Black or Beverly
end
Prima donna
Rim
Notched, as a
leaf
Nev. neighbor
Grove
Prevailed
uncontrolled
Remove

DOWN
1 Eastern
European
2 Weight
allowance
3 Hankering
4 Put back on the
payroll

STAMPEDE

01996 Trit>uie Medla 5e<vtcas, Inc
All ngt,11 reserved

5 Windstorm
6 Attracted
7 - out (gets with
difficulty)
8 Dandy
9 Disney dwarf
10 More
understandable
11 Oven
12 Tiny amount of
money
13 Raised
21 Girt on campus
23 Farm animal
25 Chili con26 Kinds
27 Bow or Barton
28 Of the kidneys
29 Mason or Como
30 Beta31 Doughnut shape
32 Trapshooting
35 Brass
instruments
41 Cametoa
standstill
42 Corridor
44 Gathered

45 ld10t
48 Household
appliance
50 ThingamaJig
52 Throb
53 Enlarged
54 Change the
decor

We Honor

Student Discount

~

~
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card

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner

,_,,,_:___

7:00 A.M. • 10: P.M.
{Sun Jburs)

,_

1:00 A.M. ,. Midnight

The University of Texas-

ran America

55 VIiiain In
Shakespeare
Stop up
Muck
Morally bad
Demolish
Levin or
Gershwin

56
57
58
59
62

II

(Fri I Sat)

YOU ARE WANTED
FOR A CAREER WITH THE
HOUSTON POLICE DEPARTMENT
IFYOU HAVE:
• Sixty semester hours from an accredited college
or university with a "C" average or military service
with an honorable discharge.
• Age 21 to 35 years of age. Applicants with 5 years active military
or law enforcement experience have an age waiver.
• No more than 1 conviction for moving traffic violations within the
twelve month period immediately prior to making application.
• No felony convictions.

Call 1-800-252-0473 to apply

FUNOIWSER • Motivated
groupe needed to earn MOO+
promoting AT&T, Dlecover,
gn and rwtall cars. Since
1969, -'ve helped thouunds
of groupe ralee the money
they need. Call Candice at
(800)592-2121 ext. 196.
Free CD to qualified callers.

MARY KAY
Complimentary Facial/Ad
Josie Esqueda Ellard
Independent Beauty ConsuHanl

1901 Point West Drive
Edinburg, Tx 78539
383-3565

LOSE WEIGHT
Free CINnalng Soup Recipe
Plus Fat Fighters Caplets
Free ~ Trial Avallable
Send $2 and SASE to
Recipe Dept. P11

210 E. Sprague
Edinburg, TX 78539

Nutrltlonal Evaluation
by
Registered Dietitian.
learn your ,Body Mass Index
.IBW .%1BW...BEE .. .
Dally Caloric Intake.. .
f'rotein needs.
To receiVe questionalre booklet,
send SASE to:
Nutrition Solutions
1716 Wen<i-J
Edinburg, Tx 78539

MO -TECH
DJ's
Music for all occasions
210-781-1694

Charlie

ANYTHING GOESTYPING

Professional
Fast & Affordable
Computerized type
Editing
664-2922
Call Ray

*
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UT Pan
American Folkloric Dance
Company in concert with the UT
Pan American Mariachi, 2 p.m.,
Fine Arts Auditorium.

6 ATUQ.D AY

Basketball:
Broncs vs. Angelo State, 7:30 p.m.,
Fieldhouse.

6 UND AY UT Pan American

Folkloric Dance Company in concert with the UT Pan American
Mariachi, 2 p.m., Fine Arts
Auditorium.
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Valley
Symphony Orchestra and Chorale,
holiday pops concert, 8 p.m.,
McAllen Civic Center. (Call 6305355 for information and tickets.)

\\/ l:..DNl:..6D AY

Deadline to pay for Spring 1997
telephone regi tration.

I I - I 2 Auditions for Fuente
bvejuna at 7 p.m. in Studio Theatre
(CAS 107)
I2- I3

Dead Days.
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COME SEE US! ·<~;
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Get Things Done
The University of Texas-Pan American
Is seeking applicants with their
Assoclate's or Bachelor's degree for the
federally funded AmerlCorps College
Bound Program.

Make a Difference
Join the AmeriCorps College Bound
Program and make a difference in the
lives of high school students through
mentoring and tutoring.

Martin's

Earn Money

General Auto Repair
800-AA h
McAllen, TX 78501
(across from Tire Corral)
Tel. (210) 631-5239 ·
Beeper 386-5778

UTO

2%o

1~
~

Prescription Oakley Eyewears &
Oakley ungla ses Available At

VisionCare
.

121 North 2nd. St.• McAllen Tx. 78501

AIR CONDITION
Service & Installation
and Repair
CARS & TRUCKS

(110} r610<>1l01l 1l
1l '"800'"l~ 1l '"\0'£>'3 l

Dr. Fred Farias, OPTOMETRIST
WE NOW PROVIDE SAME DAY
EYEWEAR SERVICE
E ve Exam s • Contact Lenses
• Fa hion E)•eioear

1313 S. 1Ofh [Next to Lub y 11630-2020
2 DOORS SOUTH FROM PREVIOUS LOCATION

As an AmeriCorps Program intern you
will earn a monthly allowance of $640
for a year-long "term of service" and
will also be eligible for basic health
insurance and child care, as needed.
Upon completion of your service you
will receive an educational award of
$4,725 that can be used for future education costs or to pay off previous student loans.

Join AmeriCorps
For more information/applications, contact the Special Programs Dept. at 3812521 Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall,
Room 207. Deadline is December 20,
1996.
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SYSTEM S

•

ALARM

&

INSTAL LATION

BLACK EAGLE 3000
• Starter Kill Output
• LED Status lndcator
• 128ct> Muti-Tone Siren

• Security Oiaglostics &Repor1ing
, • TIOV. Cua! Butiln One Channel Transmitlers

PROGRAMMABLE FEATURES

WINDOW TINTINGI
VDU C A N T I N T NDVV • A N D PAV LA'TEAI

pJ
CDX-52 CD CHANGER
•Bx Oversampling, 1-Bit D/A

•Active Servo Control
-convenient 10-dics magazine
•Horizontal or vertical mounting
XR-C300 Cassette
Reciever/ CD contoller

•25W x 4 high power output
•Unilink"' CD/MD changer control
•Full detachable lace

•Natural Colors
starts at:
•Up to 66% heat rejection
•National Lifeti~e Warranty Coli (i)(i\ 0 <v3
~ l.!J~
•Royal lnstallauon

Jc=>:F.i::z:-r-Sc=>:z:-rvvfndow t'lfrn.s

•Up to48% heat rejection
•Lifetime Warranty
• Variety of colors

starts at:

0W <vB
0

ECONO-T INT
•Smoke colors only
-Good heat rejection

1 year warranty

starts at:

000o<vB

631-5360 TINTING EXPRESS 1-(800)-807-5360
320 S. 10th street McAllen TX inside D-TRONICS !
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Caught in the shopping mall rush!
Joe Lara
111'! Pan American
With only 20 more days until Chri tma , hopper are rushing to
malls everywhere trying to get omething for everyone on their Ii t.
Chri tma shopping i an intergarted part of all the little trimming
we love and love to hate about the holiday ea on. Everyone i headed
to the mall fighting for the one empty parking pace, over the la t ale
item on the rack, and ju t trying to make it alive out of the mall.
McAllen's La Plaza Mall i ju tone of the many hopping enter
that will be raided by Chri tma hopper trying to get that last pecial
gift. Recent contruction ha made the mall' bu ie t parking lot unace ible, but that ha not topped holiday shopper yet.
"Although the pe o i lowly making a comeback, people are till
hopping and there i till a 3 to I ratio in money pent by Mexican
natinonal compared to American holiday hopper ," thi according to
Spencer Gift' manager Paula Segura. Any increa e at all thi ea on i
greatly welcome by local busine e becau e the pe o bottomed out
last year, say Segura."We,ve had a 12% increa e ince la t year o
far,' he exclaimed !
George Myer , Marketing Director for La Plaza Mall, aid becau e
the pe o is now tablizing he is expecting an increase from last year's
800,000 holiday visitors. Thi year a projected 1 million visitors will
come to La Plaza Mall just in the month of December.
Mall everywhere will also increa e the number of ecurity mea ure
taken to provide superior cu tomer service. Erby Cro sut, La Plaza
Mall Operations Director, in conjunction with the McAllen High
School ROfC will begin the Eagle Ne t Program for its eventh year.
Armed with binoculars and walkie-talkies, cadet will have a roof-top
view of any problematic activities that might ari e. Profe sional officers on ground will help patrol traffic with the aid of the cadets.
''The Eaglenest Pogram erve more for customer service than for
auto theft prevention," ays mall manager, Roger Stolley. According to
Stolley, the program mainly helps customers who cannot find their car,
need battery help, have lost their keys or need this type of assistance.
La Plaza Mall auto theft has gone down consi tantly from the last five

Crowd of anxious shoppers fill the La Plaza mall lo record numbers

year and ha leveled off this year. " La Plaza Mall in conjunction with
the McAllen Auto Theft Task Force plan to make your holiday shopping afe and enjoyable," Stolley added.
Mr. Stolley' advice to holiday hopper is to shop early in the morning hour , even on Saturday , when tores have exra cu tomer ervice
help. "Just get up couple hour early and get your hopping out of the
way before you get trapped in the afternoon rush," Stolley explained.
Malls and bu ine es throughout the Valley have also begun extended
holiday hopping hours to help ease the holiday shopping rush.
As for the whats fueling this ea on's holiday fever: Nintendo's 64
System is the attraction for kids of all ages, Hasbro's Star Wars figure
are a hit with the pre-teen crowd, and Power Wheel's Jeep Wrangler
seems to take center stage for smaller children. Like always, these
prime gifts are the first to fly off the shelfves by early-bird shoppers
who know manufacturers can never make enough Christmas gifts to go
around for everyone.

Bringing Christmas to the community
Rita Castro
111'!

Pan American

The holidays are upon us and the spirit of
giving, caring and sharing is in the minds of
Golden Z club members. According to
Esmeralda Lozoya. President of the Golden Z,
''The clubs purpose is to service UTPA and
the community." Golden Z members have
been and will be participating in event where
they assist others during the holidays.
"Christmas is a time for sharing and rejoicing with family and relatives," say Lozoya.
She adds that for many families and their children it is not always so. Lozoya says that
some children are in the ho pital, others are in
battered shelters with their mothers and still
others are poor and will not have pre ents for
the holidays.
Golden Z members volunteered at the Feast
of Sharing that was sponsored by H-E-B, at
the Summit Sports Club on November 24,
1996. As volunteers, they cleaned tables and
picked up trash, a service that they were eager
and willing to participate in. Lozoya says, "It

.

•·

.

wa truly wonderful to see and be around o
many people volunteering."
"My happiest childhood memorie are of
Christmas,' Lozoya ay . She enjoy helping
and pending time with people and children
that are not as fortunate during the holidays.
"We want people to know that they are not
alone," say Lozoya.

On November 27, members held a breakfast taco sale at the north side of the UTPA
library. The sale will enable them to buy
Christmas toys for children at the Pediatric
Center at McAllen Medical Hospital. ''We
will buy soft pink and blue teddy bears for the
children," she said. Lozoya anticipates deliver-

ing the tuffed animal to the hospital on
December 20.
On December 13, member are going to the
Battered Women' Shelter. ''The holiday are
for families and their children," says Lozoya
She add that women and children at the helter won't be able to go home. "It is a sad time
for them."
Golden Z members are also purchasing
reading books to start a library. "Hopefully,
we will get books for the children and women
to read while they are housed there," say
Lozoya. It is a way in which Golden Z member hope the stay for children and women at
the helter will be less stressful.
On December 21, 1996, the Golden Z members will help the University during the commencement exerci es. They will serve punch
and cookies to family and relatives of the
graduates. It is a way in which they help ervice the University. Golden Z members make
the holidays pleasant for children in the hospital by spending time to be with those that are
not fortunate to be with their families.
Servicing the community and the UTPA campus is their gift for the holidays.
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A&E Column:

Without people
there is no scene...
''People down here only want beer, football and strip tease contests." - a local
musician
Better to give people what they want, right?
This comment was said to me in a debate with
a local artist who is disgusted with the scene
here in the Valley. I argued that the Valley has
a decent scene with a few notable venues and
organizations that do well.
He pointed out that the problem i not so
much the people who organize local art
events, but the people that frequent the e
events and the people that do not. He does,
unfortunately, have a point. The people that I
would like to address are those that have complained to me over the year about the lack of
good arts and entertainment in the Valley.
Some people have been sincere in their
efforts, either by organizing activitie on their
own or by howing support for variou event
or venues. Unfortunately, the majority have
been indifferent and still complain about the
local arts scene and also fail to show support
for the establishments the Valley doe have.
A few local venues come to mind when I

think of this disturbing trend.
Sublime, a dance cJub located on Bu ine s
83, has been in business for about the last
year now. This club provided something different other than those local icons of the
night, Hot Spots and Klub X. The club was
founde<l by Valley local Lupe Leal, 26, and a
group of his friends. They founded this place
on a dream to provide clubgoers with omething different than the usual fare.
Playing ambient and techno music not
heard in other clubs in the Valley, Sublime
offered an atmo phere not found in other
places. The club also served as a venue for
bands who preferred to play original music.
One would assume local clubgoers would be
eager to try omething new. Not exactly.
Since their opening, the club had come clo e
to closing at lea t twice due to lack of interest.
Sadly, I must report the club ha indeed
closed for good. During it all-too- hort
tenure, the venue did succeed at least in
changing in the mind of a few bu ine owners. Klub X, for one, now remains open till 4
a.m. on Saturday night .Until several months
ago, Sublime wa the only club open after
hour.
Another such e tablishment is the recently
renamed Millennium Bookstore Cafe, formerly the High Dive. Thi venue erve a an
avenue for local mu ician and arti t to show
off their work. Featuring a variety of local
acts, Millennium i one of the few venue in
the Valley where original mu ic i the norm
rather than the exception. Thi store/cafe wa

opened by local residents Noe and Joicie
Hinojosa and, like Sublime, it has not been
widely supported by locals.
Th.ere are also a number of other venues
that are worth noting, such as 1318 Cafe &
Patio which features jazz, the famous Le
Gourmet Coffee House which now features
poetry readings and music, and the Rio
Theatre in Mission which features foreign
films and the Clue in Harlingen which features poetry readings as well.
It has been stated by some that these places
and various other arts organizations do not
receive wide support because they do not
advertise enough. While this is true to an
extent, a great deal of information can been
found by picking up that old standby, Festiva.
But for some, I guess that is too much effort.
I wonder when the e kids visit cities like
Austin or Dalla what goes through their
minds. Do they think these cities just amazingly one day had a arts cene spring up from
nowhere? Well I have new , a scene does not
ju t happen. It ha to be cultivated. It takes
time, money and real support for any place to
change. Also, if local venues fail to bring in
upport, that discourage other entrepreneurs
from tarting more e tabli hments in the
Valley. By not attending this venue or supporting the e organization , we are not supporting change and by not upporting places
like Sublime and Millennium, we really are
proving that all we really want i "beer, football, and trip tea e contests."

------,
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All Burgers & Sandwiches made to order.
Large Burger I/4 lb w/mustard, lettuce, tomato, pickles &onions $ 1.49
Fish Sandwich I/4 lb. Boneless Cod w/rnzro ~tllK, tomatos &pickles $ I •99

J • U•N .1 • 0 •R•S Chicken wIm ayo, I e t tu ce & to ma to ........ $ I •79

JPll~ ~
rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ..................... $ 3.49
2
fries
salad
side
Chicken 3 pcs plate
fish 3 pcs. plate side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce ................................. $ 3. 99
Shrimp 6 lg pcs., Side salad, fries, 2rolls, lemon &tartar sauce·-:----·-··-..·····$ 4. 79
Chicken 2 steaks w/gravy, side salad, fries, 2 rolls, 1/2 Order.................. $3.99
~ Regular Fries with any food puchase with UTPA

L_

<Jhts ts whette ganta
shops 60tt aQQ hts gi6ts
come see 6ott youttseQ6

1.0.

!:!~ 2_ f!r!~s~ ie..'.:_v_!:i:_: ~~~d:~ _:n1, ~h,:!' ~ff~_ .J

Whether you're
ooking for bras,
slips, girdles,
chemises,
briefs or
something

£(, PATO MEXICAN FOOD TO GO VALLEY-WIDE
Convenient delivery available to businwes and medical offices in Edinburg
area only with Ten dollar minimum Honday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

~~.

silky and

DECEMBER
SPECIAL

,~

YOU'LL LOVE 'EM - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

e

~~~

2 Enchiladas, I Chalupa, I pato,
10% DISCOUNT Rice, Ranchero beans, Medium drink
students,
to all
staff and facultv.

Must preserlt
UTPA I.D.

ONLY

03aW

HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY. OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.·SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
3}~;;
SERVICE CALL AHEAD. CG'fi~Ct( !.OOM. UfflifflS

™

Arriving
Daily!

sleek, you 're sure to
find what you need at
Lingerie Manufacturers
Outlet in McAllen.

LINGERIE MANUFACTURER OUTLET

II

100 SOUTH BROADWAY, McALLEN, TX
(DIVISION OF VANITY FAIR)

687•7256 S!6u ~~.· 1HM,, - Sat.,

/04,m, - 6 p.m.

~

~
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NCAA denies certification to UTPA
The embattled UTPA athletics program,
already on NCAA probation, is once again in
hot water with the collegiate athletic association.
The NCAA refused to certify the university's athletics program Thursday, saying it has
failed to operate in accordance to association
standards.
UTPA is the first Division I school not to
receive certification since the NCAA began the
examination process in 1993.
The decision will not affect athletic competition this season, but UTPA could be ruled ineligible for championship play next year if it
does not implement corrective measures.
University officials said they would appeal
the decision.
"All of us at the university, including all athletic coaches and staff, were shocked and upset
by the decision," UTPA President Miguel
Nevarez said.
Athletic Director Gary Gallup said he had
expected the program to be certified.
"We were surprised. We felt that we had
done the things that were expected of us," he
said.
The NCAA certification process examines
an athletic department's academic and fl.nan. cial integrity, governance and commitment to
rules compliance, and commitment to equity.
In the case of UTPA, the NCAA concluded
the university had not exhibited adequate commitment to rules compliance.
"In the governance and rules compliance
area, there wa not sufficient compliance ... to

To be reconsidered for certification, the uni- versity must implement a number of corrective
measures, including:
-Develop a comprehensive institutional
rules-compliance program.
-Provide evidence that the athletic director is
exercising appropriate oversight of the athletics program and its efforts to comply with
NCAA rules.
-Formulate and monitor~policies related to
the conduct of the athletics program.
The university must submit a written report
to the NCAA by Sept. 15. If the school has
made a concerted effort to correct the prob- .
lerns, the committee may change its certificaGary Gallup
tion status. If not, the committee could take
raise the comfort level of the committee to jus- further action leading to ineligibility in chamtify certification," said Frederick Obear, chanpionship competition next season.
cellor of the Univer ity of TennesseeNevarez said the university already had
Chattanooga and chairman of the NCAA
taken steps to improve its athletics program,
Committee on Athletics Certification on
such as establishing an administrative overUTPA's case.
sight committee.
Obear cited problems within the men's bas"We have implemented all sorts of safeketball program that led the NCAA in July to
guards for rules compliance," he said. "If all
place the athletics program on four years' prowe are doing is not enough, we need some
bation.
guidance from the committee, because we
The NCAA found that two assistant coaches
don't know what more we can do to respond
had improperly helped potential recruits with
to their concerns."
correspondence coqrse work in 1993. The uniAll 305 Division I schools must undergo
versity was cited for a lack of institutional
certification, which the NCAA said aims to
control in failing to monitor its coaches adeensure integrity in athletics operations and
quately for wrongdoing.
assist athletics departments in improving their
The infractions case was the third brought
operations. Since 1993, 101 schools have
against the university since 1990 and resulted
received certification decisions.
in the school's second probation in four year .

UTPA teams get rude welcome, combine fo_r 1-3 road record
Oscar Gonzalez
Sports Editor

--

Bronc Rene Salomao clears the paint for a spectacular shot.

Reina Martinez./"" Pan American

The UTPA basketball quads packed their bags and hit the
road during the holidays only to get a rude greeting from host
_teams. The Broncs and Lady Broncs went a combined 1-3 on
the road.
La t week the Broncs traveled a few thousand miles to
Hawai'i to take on the Rainbows. But after the game against
UH the Broncs saw only black and blue as the Rainbows handed the Broncs their first loss of the season with a 76-48 clobbering.
To make things worse, a few days later the Broncs lost to
Texas-Arlington by two. Whether the loss was due to jetlag or
not, it dropped the Broncs to 1-2 on the season. The Broncs
host-Angelo Statethis Saturday-at 7:30pm.
The Lady Bronc al o found it tough to win on the road. But
win, they did. 1\fter a disappointing loss at home to Division II
Texas A&M--King ville, the Lady Broncs travelled to Lake
Charles, Loui iana for the FlNA/Chateau Charles Cowgirl
Classic. There the host team, McNeese· State, took on the Lady
Broncs. The Cowgirls watted the Lady Broncs 75-53 in the
opening round.
The Lady Broncs then took on Texas Southern in the consolation game. The Lady Broncs recorded their first victory by
clobbering Southern, 83-48.
The Lady Broncs then took on Oral Roberts here on Tuesday.
The Broncs have a tough chedule this year. They take on #9
Iowa Statejn Iowa, and an ever-powerful North Carolina State
team. With just three returning lettermen, it willbe tough.

1996-97 Holiday

chedule

Broncs
December

7
14
19
21
23
30

Angelo State

7:30
7:30
Tex11s-Arlington
7:30
Baylor
7:00
Western Kentucky 7:00
Iowa State
8:00
Texas Southern

January

2
7
9
11
16

Louisiana Tech
North Carolina St.
South Alabama
New Orleans

Arkansas State

7:30
6:30
7:35
7:35
7:35

Lady Broncs
December

7
9
11
19
22

Prarie View
6:00
Sam Houston
7:00
Texas A&M-Kingsville 7:30
Baylor
5:00
Texas-El Paso
2:00

January

2
9
11
16
23

South Alabama
New Orleans
South Alabama

Arkansas State
Western Kentucky
Home games In bold Italics

5:00
5:00
7:00
5:00
7:00
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UTPA ends season
at SBC tourney
Toe UTPA women's volleyball team made history in securing the
sixth seed of the Sun Belt Conference tournament this year. Toe
Lady Broncs went into the competition with a school record 19
wins. Unfortunately, the win column would remain unchanged as
the women took on third seed Arkansas-Little Rock in the fir t round
of competition.
Arkan as was hardly a little rock and more of a brick wall as the
Lady Trojans powered past the Lady Broncs in three games, 15-4,
15-3, 15-7. UALR never fell behind during the first two games. It
wasn't until the final game when the Lady Broncs went up 2-0
before the Lady Trojan roared back to win the match.
Chri tine Laury had five kill while Marie Velasquez bad nine
digs.
UTPA went on to play for fifth place against Western Kentucky.
Once again, the Lady Broncs were swept. Toe Lady Hilltoppers
kept their fifth seed in the tournament as they blew past the Lady
Broncs 15-12 15-9, 15-8.
Toe UTPA finished the eason a the sixth place team in the Sun
Belt Conference at 19-15.
It was a banner year for the volleyball program as the first squad
to make it to the conference tournament. Toe Lady Broncs defeated
Lamar University at the end of the sea on to qualify for the last spot
on the tournament. The Lady Broncs were in a similar situation last
year as they needed to defeat Lamar to make a tournament bid. The
Lady Broncs fell short in that que t.
The Lady Broncs will most likely dub the 1997-98 season a a
rebuilding year a they lo e six eniors, Christine Laury, Julie
Williams, Lisa Yanez, Melis a Hernandez, Christine Alvarez and
Marie Velasquez.

BOOK
BUY
BACK
DECEMBER 12 &13, DECEMBER 16 - 20
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Recycling books is a good idea.
help the environment & other
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students save money too! Call us
for next semesters Textbook rentals.

DRAWING
•fC=======-- DECEMBER
20

I

4th and University Dr.

M- T • 7:}0->:}0
F • 7:}0->:00

}81-2251
Second location Outside
University Center In Tent
Dates Open: Dec. 16-19
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Hey Students, Need ABreak!? How does 5( Per Copy Sound??
Plus we feature the Same "Student Friend!( Copiers Onced Used by a
C3l11pUS libra~3 ptrfl<t for a .[
t ~- •

~

guaranteed

V©©u:>!l~

price euerda_y,
315 S CLOSNER
EDINBURG TX 78539-4594
(210) 383-3861 FAX (210) 383-4674

tlo coupon needed!

letter size only

fejas"-1

CRED IT CARDS ACC EPTED

Mon-Fri:
8:00 - 5:00
Saturday:
s:oo. 2:00

·.

Rep rograplllcs 700A North McColl {ComtrofHadbtrry &McColl}

Inc. ®f/ft3=,ff2&&3/&

r=.(JeeU c;,.,,,,..,.,.,.e,
©~

has openings for Infants through School Age Children.
Creative preschool curriculum, Hot meals, Snacks.
Hours: 7:30-5:30 After school pickups
122 West Van Week Edinburg.

~@W @·
@(P[}~ O~©

[;> [)~0£[10&

• 10 SESSIONS FOR $ 20.00
• I SESSION FOR $ S.00

Phone: 318-1074
783-2717

Offer good until 12/31 /96

1B per s

FREE STUDENT COPY OF
Science and Health with Key to
the Scriptures
by
Mary Baker Eddy
Call 686-4241
will mail to you

S«t. . Noon to 2:30 p.m.

Dinner

Mon. • Fri. 5 p.m. to 9 p.m.
S«t. 5 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.

JUt PHO~

State and Nation Wide Coverage

'Little 'Vo~ 'i)ay '6are

l PR~~J!t9 i$".

M & D Paging
BEEPERS & CELL

.

·• ·:

' . .
....

,;;....

'

1900 W. University Dr
Edinburg
West of Whataburger

381

n

• ce.ce.,t-& C\'endar

• 'l,un,iDC ~vitiea
• ~l-<eart

• a '1ea1a, 2 ~
'We 1)rovide 'l'ransportation

_1

331

~f&~~n

• ~ ce,.dential
• '6bild !)ff, 1)iploma
• 'fint-jl.id ti <Cfflified
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110

,tooday . 'Fridq
7:00 am-6:00 pm
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.Ma O~ . 12,..,.
316-1430
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Master The ExCet! !!
Fact • Many University of Texas students are failing the ExCet
Fact • Very little of your course work prepares you for the exam
Fact . If you watch our instructional video, and study using our precisely
layed out 6 week self-paced course using the 100+ Fla hcards (with
all the facts you must know) you can master the ExCet.

Retail: Part Time
Need Energetic College Students For:
•Giftwrap •Cashier •Sales

Your University Book Store
carries this system
for just

$29.95 + tax

u
p
p
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R
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• Local Coverage to Austin, Corpus Christi, Laredo, San AntonlO, and In-Between ~
~
• Digital Display, Voice and Alphanumeric Pager
::.;...
• Retrieve Your Message After Your Page With Voice Mail
_
• FREE Cellular Phones
• 24 Hr. Answering Service
Computer Rentals (Student Discount)
1410 W. University Dr.• Edinburg, TX• (~1/®J ~

Christian Science Reading Room
911 N. Main St. McAllen, Texas
Open Tuesdays thru Thursdays II a.m.-3 p.m.

75
Lunch Buffet
Lunch Special $3. 75
Mon . . Fri. 11 «.m. w 2:30 p.m.

Only a few blocks
from Pan American

s

A small price to pay for what it does!!!
Study at your pace in your own privacy.
Hundreds have been sold • not one
returned! This system covers the
Professional Development (02 & 03) and
Elementary Comprehensive (04)

Money Back Guarantee!

Apply in person at 511 E. University in

If you do not~ lhe ExCel@ 70% min. you will be refunded 100% oflhe purchase price.

our Edinburg location

For more infonnarion see: www..com.escet
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•Free 1st month service when you
activate your pager
•Free crystal change
•UTPA students 20% discount on
airtime w/ 1.0. card
•Airtime as low as $5.95
921 S. Closner Suite A., Edinburg• 316-1667

r--------~------------
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DOUBLE YOUR DOLLARS AT

!
1

.,{z,-
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1320 N . Closner N . HWY. 281
EDINBURG, TEXAS 78539

kinko•s

the copy center

C rist s

LATE NIGHT COPIES

383-6822

8:00PM till Miduight
Just Bring in this Coupon for '

Self
Serve
Copies

31 / 2¢ ,-_-: ,1

8.S- , 11- 119. Whitt Bond
COUPON EXPIRES S/ 31 /97

Color Copies • Binding
IBM & • Desktop Publishing
Opc·n 2·i I IOl'RS • 7 DJp J \\ ·.:c:-k
11i:i1 :-- . 1111h '>r. • :--lu\11.n . , \
(210) c,8~ - ➔ 0~0 • bx(2 IO) 1,~>,111J

"Our Name Says It Alf•

: Buy one chicken dinner and get a second one
I FREE during the month of December with this
coupon and your student I.D. card.
I

•

Checks cashed, fax ($1.00 per page), copies,
Western Union, stamps, envelopes, gas payments,
money orders 29¢ or up to ten FREE when
cashing a check.

--::.:. ~.:-.;-. __
'W

---

!l'J ).i.n·~ :n,

221 E, University Drive
Edinburg, TX 78539

125 Daniel Salinas Blvd
Donna, Tx 78537

't]

~<] )
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•tF CUSTOMER HAS ITS OWN PAGERTHREE MONTH COMMITMENT REQUIRED

1'tad4, «,,Id,

4 I S ·JOKE

30
60

1

Eyeglassexam
Contact lens exam

~
Vision Care

(Inc ludes a FREE pair of colored or clear disposable
contact I nses.) Bo.ch e xnm includes diag nosi o f c ata racts, gl a ucoma.
eye muscle problems . eye infec tions nnd othe r eye eo~ditions.

E~·c Can· Associates at \VAL-l\lART
(acro~s frorn lhc Un1vc-rs1Cy of Texa s- Pan Am erican)

l>r. Lora~- '.\lartim·z. 0.1>.

318-1095

Your Business Card Here
Call Bill Edson

381-2541

~

"-, ~

FULL SET - $ 30

lndudes French Manicure and American Manicure
Special lasts thru 11/30/96 • Regular price $35
10% discount on fill only wNTPA 1.0 ,

2028 W. University Dr. • Edinburg

380-6588

•f,)u•A•

• Di

Donna
Sub-station

Edinburg
Sub-station

• <flutl

· q.,m•••J>"•••"'•

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

When you purchase a new pager from ROYAL PAGING or
affiliated sub-stations there will be *FREE ACTIVATIONS!
also *FREE CONVERSIONS *$10 processing fee
Professional Building
711 Nolana, Suite 202D
McAllen, TX 78504

The Valley's 1st Oo•.cft Defensive Driving School.
HerllA9•A
' ,,.., ..,,•• J q'°"".,...
llclll•A
1901 W. Tyler
• e_...f,ttul, s..,,,_, .,.,e1......,,.
2213 N.231d

GO TO OFFICER
TRAINING
SCHOOL.

- \ ~ ~ Put your college
degree to work in the Air
~
Force Officer Training School.
Then, after graduating from
Officer Training School, become a
commis ioned Air Force officer
with great staning pay, complete
medical and dental care, 30 day
of vacation with pay per year and
management opportunitie . Learn
if you qualify for higher education
in the Air Force.

E J6

n

TICKET?

IAUGII IT AWAY
CAIi
ID en rrrr<:D II CD fl IF tn r:n

~_i.\

EASY CHECK CASHING

"Our Name Says It All"
601 S. Bus. 281
Edinburg, TX

r----------------------------GOT A IPEEDIRG

6 I 8 -JOKE
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All Major Credit Cards Accepted

For Rent
2 BR/2 BA & 2 BR/ 11/2BA
Swimming Pool • Laundry Room • Walking
Distance to UTPA • Shopping Center

31®-®®4' $1$~~,

305 North Montevideo Ape. 17
Edinburg, Texas 78539
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THE UNIUERSITY OF TEHAS - PAN AMERICAN
••FI NRL EHRM I NATI ON SCHEDULE••
FALL SEMEST ER 1996
Day Classes
Thursday, December 12
*English 1301 Day classes
*English 1301 Day classes
All evening English 1301 classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
5:00 p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
6:45 p.m.

8:30 a.m.
10:45 a.m.
1:OO p.m.

-

10:15 a.m.
12:30 p.m .
2:45 p.m.

Friday, December 13
Math 1300 classes
Math 1334 classes
All Math 1340 classes

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Monday, December 16
classes
MWF
MWF
classes
TR
classes
TR
classes

( 7:45 {11:45 ( 9:10 ( 2:35 -

8:35)
12:35)
10:25)
3:50)

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Tuesday, December 17
classes
TR
classes
MWF
classes
MWF
classes
TR

( 7:45 ( 8:45 (12:45( 4:00 -

9:00)
9:35)
1:35)
5:15)

7:45
9:45
12:45
2:45

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.
4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, December 18
classes
TR
MWF
classes
classes
MWF
MWF
classes

7:45 a.m.
9:45 a.m.
12:45 p.m.

-

9:30 a.m.
11 :30 a.m.
2:30 p.m.

Thursday, December 19
MWF
classes
MWF
classes
TR
classes

(10:35
( 1 :45
(10:45
( 2:45

- 11 :50)
- 2:35)
- 11 :35)
- 3:35)

( 9:45 - 10:35)
( 3:45 - 4:35)
( 1:10- 2 :25)

Saturday classes: Examinations will be given at regular class time on December 14.
Evening Classes: Final examinations will be given at regular class time beginning on Thursday,
December 12 and ending on Wednesday, December 18, 1996. (Classes beginning 4:30 p.m.
or after are considered evening classes).

Santa (Joe Perez, Jr., a freshman from Donna) prepares to rope reindeer
on his hawg lo time to bring presents to UTPA students for Christmas.

r--------------------,
NOW
OPEN!
OIL CAN HARRY~S !
Our Excitin!! New Youn!! ContemPOrarY Store
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~ WORKS LIKE LIQUID BALL BEARINGS~
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EverYthina for the ContemPOrarY Youna Woman
Village Oaks • 4300 N. 10th St. • McAllen, TX 78504
(210, 971-0200 • Next to Sylvia's

2602 S. Closner (Bus. 281)
(210) 318-1754

The HofYlt:l of Fast, 11r·endly Service

EDINBURG • WESLACO • HARLINGEN

L--- ---- - ------------J

